ABSTRACT
Gene Ontology TM (GO) (Gene Ontology Consortium, 2000) , which is a controlled vocabulary for functional annotation on gene products, is expected to become a foothold for sharing and exchanging the accumulated knowledge on model organisms. However, the use of the GO vocabulary is not easy because a GO term can have multiple parent terms and each term's definition strongly depends on the complex paths from the top term in the GO hierarchy.
GO has a rule called 'True Path Rule', that defines each term's meaning by (multiple) inheritance. In other words, the pathway from a term up to the top term must always be true. Here, for distinguishing a path upward and the whole set of those paths, we define the 'True Path' of a term to be a path upward from the term to the top term of GO, and the 'True Path Graph' of a term to be the graph comprising of all True Paths of the term. True Path Graphs play a role as definition of the meaning of GO terms. According to the GO's rule, a term can have multiple parent terms. Therefore, a True Path Graph of a certain term can be a directed acyclic graph. Also GO allows a term to have a grand parent that is also its direct parent. A certain term's children can have True Paths that do not pass through the term. These facts make the True Path Graphs complicated.
Annotating gene products requires biological expertise and considerable labor. Annotators need to understand the definition of terms precisely when using common vocabularies such as GO. Therefore, several browsers for GO * To whom correspondence should be addressed at Information Technology Center, Nagoya University, Furo-cho, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya 464-8601, JAPAN. have been developed by the GO Consortium members to help researchers capture the multiple inheritance relationship of GO terms. Some of those browsers display True Path Graphs as a tree even if they are actually a directed acyclic graph. Other browsers enumerate True Paths and show each of them in a row. However, such representation of True Path Graphs is not always sufficient to capture the relationship among terms because it is often very difficult to imagine a reconstructed directed acyclic graph from the representation.
We have developed a graphical browser for viewing the GO hierarchy. Diagrams of the inheritance relationship for each term are viewed with the browser. Figure 1 shows an example display of the term 'interphase chromosome (GO:0005707)'. Each ellipse node represents a GO term, and each solid edge (dotted edge, respectively) represents is-a (part-of, respectively) relationship in GO. A node has a GO ID and a name on it. A notable feature of our system is that the viewer shows not only the True Path Graph for the term of interest. The True Path Graphs of all direct child terms are merged and displayed in the view. Accordingly, the relationship between the ancestry terms and the child terms are viewed. To learn the child terms for each term is as important as to confirm True Path Graphs in understanding GO terms' definition. This helps GO users to understand hierarchical concepts for each term intuitively.
An important function of the GO viewer is a user interface to the GeneAround database which imports data from 13 data sources. These data include gene annotation data of model organisms (such as fruitfly and mouse) and protein data (such as InterPro) both referring to GO terms. Through the hierarchical images provided by the GO viewer, the system enables users to look for gene relationships across organisms, and associations of genes and proteins with GO terms, in intuitively understandable manner.
In our system, we used Scalable Vector Graphics or SVG (Ferraiolo, 2001) for image files to give the viewer interactive functions. SVG 1.0 is a World Wide Web Consortium (http://www.w3.org/) standard of graphic format, and is a language for describing two-dimensional vector and mixed vector/raster graphics in Extensible Markup Language (XML). SVG images can be viewed by Adobe SVG Viewer (available at http://www.adobe.com/svg/), which is a plug-in for major web browsers on Windows and Mac OS. Advantages of SVG over other image formats (GIF/JPEG/PNG) are that SVG images can be easily generated on server-side and dynamically modified on client-side by utilizing the Document Object Model (http://www.w3.org/DOM/).
To calculate the coordinates of term nodes and edges, GraphViz dot (http://www.research.att.com/sw/tools/ graphviz/) was used. Necessary information to draw diagrams for all terms was extracted from the original data of GO. SVG image files were generated from the coordinate data created by GraphViz dot.
The following interactive functions have been implemented by referring or modifying the property values of SVG data on client-side using ECMAScript (http://www.ecma.ch/ecma1/STAND/ECMA-262.HTM), which is a Web scripting language based on JavaScript.
• The term where the mouse cursor is over is highlighted in deeper color.
• The color of the ellipse node of a term is changed to green when the mouse cursor is over the term in the table on the right-hand side.
• A whole diagram can be zoomed and panned.
• A click on a term node highlights the all direct ancestors and direct children of the node.
• A double click on a term node makes the page jump to the file for the term.
• Clicking on the name text (shown in large characters below the diagram in Figure 1 ) passes an argument (GO ID) to a CGI program that is provided for querying gene annotation and/or protein databases.
These functions, such as changing the color and the size of objects or jumping to other term's view, are simple but meet practical requirements.
